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Exercise 1. Here is a model for weak random sources. A distributionXn on
n − bit strings is called ak-source if no string has probability more than2−k to
occur. Note that in particular this means that the Shannon entropy of the source is
at leastk, but actually our requirement is stronger.

The general problem of using such sources effectively in randomized compu-
tations is extremely interesting. In particular, one may ask if there is a determin-
istic way to extract ”nearly” random bits from such sources. Here are negative an
positive answers you should prove.

One source - negativeProve that for every function onn bits fn, there is ak-
sourceXn with k = n− 1 and withfn(Xn) constant with probability one.

Two independent source - positive existential resultProve that there exist func-
tions fn on 2n bits, such that for every twok-sourcesXn, Yn with k >
10 log n, ∣∣∣Pr[fn(Xn, Yn) = 1]− 1/2

∣∣∣ < exp(−Ω(k))

Two independent sources - positive explicit constructionGive a polynomial time
computable Boolean functionfn on 2n-bit strings, such that for every two
k-sourcesXn, Yn with k > (1

2
+ ε)n for some constantε > 0,∣∣∣Pr[fn(Xn, Yn) = 1]− 1/2

∣∣∣ < exp(−Ω(n))

Hint: to do the last part, you may want to
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1. Prove that everyk-source is a convex combination of flatk-sources, namely
those who are uniformly distributed over sets of strings of size2k exactly.

2. Relate this problem to the discrepancy version of the Bipartite Ramsey prob-
lem we solved using Hadamard matrices.

Exercise 2.Let V be a random variable overn-bit strings which isε-biased.

• Prove the best lower bound you can on the size of the support of this distri-
bution.

• Prove that all nontrivial discrete Fourier coefficients of this distribution (in
the groupZn

2 ) are bounded above byε in absolute value.

• Prove that theL1 distance of this distribution from the uniform distribution
on alln-bit strings is at mostε2n.
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